Introduction
Self−assembly of molecular−scale building blocks is consid− ered as a promising bottom−up technique for the realization of organized nanostructures. Numerous studies on self−as− sembled nanostructures have been focused on the origins of various molecular−recognition processes and their exploita− tion for the tailoring of specific organizations [1] . The build− ing blocks can be nanocrystals [2] molecules [3] or even atoms on specific single−crystal surfaces [4] . The assembly process can take place either at a surface, or a solid−liquid interface, thus offering a bottom−up alternative to top−down lithography processes [1] or in the bulk of a solution, thus mimicking biological supramolecular processes [3, 5] .
Following the progresses towards atomically−controlled nano−scale structures, the focus of many researches now turns to the realization of functional self−assemblies. The most immediate target functions concern molecular mani− pulations such as the selective trapping of single molecules inside pores [6] [7] [8] or the control of single−molecule dynam− ics inside nanoscale bearings [9] or sieves [10, 11] . How− ever, self−assembly has also been used to control magnetic [12] electronic [13] or opto−electronic [14] properties.
In this review paper, we discuss several examples of application of self−assembly to the realization of nano−struc− tures designed in view of controlling specific photonic pro− cesses. This comprises the formation of highly localized plasmon modes in self−organized 2D assemblies of metal nanoparticles, the immobilization of dyes inside highly homogeneous 2D alveolar self−assembled molecular matri− ces and molecular 3D building blocks designed to combine in−plane periodicity and off−plane p−conjugated protrusions. Finally, we will discuss 3D self−assembly in solution with the example of fluorescent labelling of DNA.
Self-assembly for plasmonics
Photonics properties of dense metal nanostructures are cur− rently under intense investigation because of the possible local enhancements of electromagnetic fields through the so−called plasmon oscillation modes, which are eigenmodes of the electromagnetic fields combined with collective elec− tron oscillations. In the close vicinity of noble−metal nano− structures, such as nanoparticles and at specific frequencies in the optical range, plasmon modes present local enhance− ments of the optical intensity as large as several orders of magnitudes compared to a plane wave at the same fre− quency. A well−known consequence is the appearance of increased optical absorptions forming narrow peaks in the absorption spectra at plasmon resonance frequencies, first studied by Faraday in the nineteenth century [15] . This effect has for possible consequence to promote energy ex− changes between quantum systems located in their vicinity and optical fields. Thus, the amplification role played by local plasmon−modes is now clearly established in many photonic phenomena such as surface−enhanced Raman scat− tering (SERS) at rough noble−metal surfaces [16] , inelastic fast−electron scattering by clusters of metal nanoparticles [17] , amplification of nonlinear optical properties [18] or anomalously high light transmission through sub−wavelen− gth apertures in noble−metal films [19] .
Such phenomena take place, in particular, in dense as− semblies of noble metal nanoparticles or nanocrystals. Nano− chemistry permits the fabrication of nearly perfect nanosized metal spheres. Such nanoparticles self−assemble into hexago− nal monolayers identically replicated with a long−range order [20, 21] as controlled by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Such structures exhibit characteristic optical beha− viours [22, 23] and thus provide well−suited model self−as− sembled systems to explore the original optical and electronic properties emerging at the nanometer scale.
The scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) permits a well−controlled electrical addressing of a single nano− particle out of a dense assembly deposited on a conductive atomically−flat surface. The nanoscale tunnel junction of the STM constitutes a powerful local spectroscopic probe of electron states. A less familiar property is its ability to behave as a highly localized source of light at frequency up to the quantum limit w C B I A S eV = / h, where V BIAS is the sample bias. For biases of~1 V and above this source has frequencies in the optical domain, and can thus probe opto− −electronic properties with unparalleled spatial resolution. After its first observation with relatively high quantum effi− ciencies [24] , scanning tunnelling luminescence (STL) was shown to present contrasts when the tip is scanned, which permits to image local photonic properties with molecu− lar−scale resolution [25] . In the case, of interest here, of metal tip and sample, the main mechanism involved as the origin of the source term in STL is inelastic tunnelling, this process may be simply understood here as a spontaneous emission process involving an electron transition from a filled state of the tip towards an empty state of the sample at lower energy [26] . The efficiency of this spontaneous emission is governed by the transition dipole moment bet− ween these two electron states but also by the electromag− netic response and the geometry of the environment. In par− ticular, the existence of electromagnetic eigenmodes at the transition frequency w localized at the junction, such as localized plasmon modes, will strongly enhance the effi− ciency of the emission [27] . The tip itself strongly favours light emission efficiency through the formation of a tip− −induced plasmon mode (also called 'gap−mode', Ref. 28) , highly localized at the tip−surface junction [29] . Hence, detecting emitted photon simultaneously with STM acquisi− tion at biases~1 V and over offers an opportunity to map the corresponding plasmon modes (see Ref. 30 for experimental details).
In the experiments reported below, gold was used both for tip and substrate because of its very low optical losses in the red to infrared optical range, of interest here, which ensures highest photon−emission rates. The alkane− thiol−coated particles were then deposited on Au(111) substrates grown on mica by applying one droplet of solu− tion, and immediately reintroducing the sample into UHV.
A topographic STM image of a monolayer of 4.3−nm diameter silver−nanospheres is shown in Fig. 1 . The sponta− neous hexagonal arrangement of the highly homogeneous particles is visible [31] . Other kinds of supra−crystalline phases have been observed, with important consequences on electron−transport properties [32] .
A close−up onto a self−assembled domain is also shown. The STM height images and corresponding STL photon maps were recorded simultaneously. Two topography/lumi− nescence couples were recorded on the same area succes− sively using different biases V T = 2.1 V (left images) and V T = 2.5 V (right image). At the lower bias, the photo emis− sion efficiency reaches a maximum when the tip is located exactly above the junction between two neighbouring parti− cles, whereas photon emission drops below the detection limit (35 cps) at the top of a particle. In contrast, at higher biases, the maximum of photon emission is detected on the top of each particle and a minimum at the junction between particles. The emission rate measured at this minimum at V T = 2.5 V is still larger than that measured at the same loca− tion at V T = 2.1 V, so that there is no decrease in emission efficiency for increasing bias.
Such contrasts in STL correlated with the geometry must be attributed to plasmon effects, and are expected to reflect the spatial variations of their amplitudes. The low− est−energy unperturbed plasmon mode of an isolated silver sphere (2.9 eV) being larger than the excitation biases applied in the above example (up to 2.5 V), we are led to consider coupled, or collective, plasmon modes [23] . The photon map at lowest bias shows that, similarly with the simple two−sphere system [33] the amplitude of the optical field in the lowest−frequency modes is located in the region between the spheres. The expected in−plane polarization of these modes explains that no photon emission is observed when the tip is located over the top of a particle, since then their excitation is forbidden by symmetry. Modes at higher frequency involve single−particle oscillations polarized per− pendicular to the plane, (to the axis formed by the sphere centres in the 2−sphere model). Although the extended col− lective modes of the densely packed 2D self−assembled net− work are inherently different from those of the simple 2−sphere model, for small inter−particle distances, the low− est−frequency modes are highly localized at the junctions between spheres and thus become strongly equivalent to a combination of 2−particle gap modes. Although the pres− ence of the tip perturbs this scheme, the strength of tip−sam− ple electromagnetic interactions follows the local amplitude of the sample Plasmon modes. When the tip is located over a particle, a standard tip−induced gap mode is formed bet− ween this particle and the tip, the coupling between particles becoming less important. These modes are excited at higher biases which confirm their higher frequency compared with particle−junction modes. Hence, these photon maps give new insights into the microscopic structure of plasmonic modes in such self−assembled 2D nanoparticle assemblies. Their excitation−energy as well as their s/p polarization de− pendence permit the assignment of various peaks observed in macroscopically−measured spectra. Light emission from the ordered nanocrystal monolayer exhibits large local variations on the scale of the particle network. More precisely, although most particles appear as emission spots on the photon maps, several (about 5% de− pending on deposition conditions) correspond to completely dark, non−emissive sites.
An example of STM image and photon map over an area comprising such a non−emissive particle is presented in Fig. 2 [31] . The dark area corresponding to a non−emissive particle exhibits abrupt limits that strictly coincide with the contour of the sphere. This means that photon emission is quenched rigorously when the tunnel−current path involves this specific nanocrystal, independently of the exact loca− tion of the tip on the particle. The possibility of reversibly switched the luminescence on and off by moving the parti− cle, using the tip, to a different location shows that this emission quenching effect is related to the site where the particle is embedded rather than to an intrinsic property of that specific particle [34] . The emission efficiency appears to increase when the particle is strongly enchored inside the compact assembly. The explanation could be found either in increased electronic relaxation pathways in loosely ancho− red particles or in electrostatic effects linked with a reduced electrical contact between tip and substrate [31] .
Hence, STL experiments permit to probe the local pho− tonic properties induced by particle self−assembly. In partic− ular, they permitted to image directly packing−induced plas− mon modes and to analyze the variations of luminescence efficiencies at the level of one individual nanoparticle out of a dense 2D assembly.
2D molecular self assembly for dye immobilization
Beside nanoparticles, the development of conjugated organic molecules as building−blocks capable of adsorbing and ordering on well−defined surfaces is an active area of researches in nanoscience for a wide variety of promising applications such as nanomechanical devices [35, 36] mo− lecular electronics [37] and photonics [38] . The relation bet− ween the molecular organization of self−assembled mono− layers and their optical properties has been first studied for single−component systems of planar conjugated molecules lying flat on single crystalline surfaces [39, 40] . The symme− try breaking towards a non−centrosymmetric arrangement of an assembly of octupolar triphenylene−based molecules has also been evidenced [41] with possible consequences on non−linear optical properties of the system. Various more complex geometries of 2D self−assembled molecular networks have been demonstrated, in particular at the solution−solid interface [42, 43] . Among the different structures obtained, the nano−alveolar ones have attracted much attention [44] . A specially flexible example is based on a functional unit comprising interdigitated alkyl chains forming a clip between neighbouring molecules [42] . Mo− lecular building blocks receiving three such "clips" forming 60°angles form a honeycomb structure on a graphite sub− strate with tunable pore size [45] . The molecular structure and the honeycomb network obtained is schematized in Fig. 3 . This system is able to grab third−party molecules, which, in turn, then exhibit original dynamic properties [10, 11, 46] . Of special interest here is the possibility of im− mobilization of dye molecules, as illustrated in Fig. 3 for the case of phthalocyanines. Compared with dye dopants inside 3D matrices like polymers, the molecules trapped in such 2D nano−alveolar structures experience a highly uniform environment and conform to a strictly periodic distribution. This is thus expected to avoid aggregation quenching and inhomogeneous broadenings. A particular phenomenon is observed in the specific case of phthalocyanines: owing to their 4−fold symmetry, the molecular orientation inside the 6−fold symmetry alveoli is highly degenerated, i.e., it pre− sents a number of equivalent lowest−energy orientations. At room temperature, the orientation of trapped molecule is able to change among these equivalent ones so that the mole− cule rotates. At matrix domain boundaries, the shape of the alveoli may be distorted, thus acquiring a 2−fold symmetry. The molecule has then one most stable orientation and the characteristic square shape appears in STM images, in place of a fuzzy disc [47] . Hence dye orientation or orientationnal diffusion can be controlled through the symmetry of the self−assembled matrix.
3D self-assembling molecular tectons for photonics and electronics
Most self−assembled molecular architectures studied so far consist in planar molecules lying flat on an atomically−flat substrate. However, the combination of large in−plane unit cells with off−plane extensions appears as a key requirement for the realization of functional molecular assemblies. For instance, most molecular recognition processes require 3D receptors. As concerns electronic or photonic applications, decoupling the molecule of interest from a conducting sub− strate permits to preserve its electronic integrity. In particu− lar, the molecular orbitals of conjugated moieties remain close to those of the isolated ones, and the quenching of excitation through electron transfers (Dexter transfer, Ref. 48) are reduced by a tunnel barrier [49] . Such a decoupling has been successfully achieved either by covering the metal− lic substrate with an insulating layer [50] or by maintaining the molecule above the substrate by adding spacer units (legs) [51] [52] [53] . These techniques lead to a uniform rising of one molecular layer and appear thus hardly compatible late− rally−structured architectures. Recently, more complex self− −assemblies combining in−plane and out−of−plane appro− aches have been reported [54] . In the selected example below, the above mentioned intermolecular clips based on alkyl chains were exploited for the realization of 2D pat− terns of molecules possessing well−defined 3D covalent na− nostructures. The first structure presented in Fig. 4 is based on a well−organized in−plane monolayer paving HOPG and the emergence, perpendicular to the substrate, of a periodic array of standing organic nanopillars of tunable height. The in−plane organization was controlled by using a first mole− cular level bearing two opposite collinear clips end−capping a central benzene ring. As expected, such "ground level" yield non−covalent polymer−like linear chains of molecules adsorbed on graphite. In order to reach the third (i.e. off−plane) dimension, a multilayered [2.2]paracyclophanyl (PCP) moiety was sub− stituted to the central benzene ring thus forming as a nanopillar of variable height. The resulting bifunctional building blocks can be considered as 1−, 2−, and 3−storied molecules. The underlying conjugated core is still visible in STM images obtained with, e.g., the 3−storied molecule (Fig. 4) a conjugated pillar pointing out of the substrate surface. It was noticed that the versatility of this approach, combined with a further convenient functionalization of the pillar up− per−deck, provides a possible route to insert 3D functional nanostructures, especially incorporating optical functions, into 2D lattices. This has been now achieved by using 2−level based building blocks where the second level is a photoactive compound, namely a chromophore. The two levels are separated by a cyclophane based nanopillar. This strategy resulted in the precise organization of chromo− phores arrays a few above the conducting surface, as de− termined by scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [55] . The two possible orientations for the linear chromophore are clearly seen on the STM images. The next step will be to study the luminescence of the chromophore layer, espe− cially its lifetime, in order to analyze the reduced quenching by the conducting surface.
3D self-assembly of fluorescent dyes on DNA
The different systems mentioned above, be they nano−crys− talline or molecular, were self−assembled from a solution onto an atomically−flat substrate. This type of a system per− mits structural investigations through local probe techni− ques, mainly STM or atomic−force microscopy (AFM). Yet, molecular self assembly can take place within the bulk of a solution [3, 5] which usually leads to three−dimensional systems. For instance, the above−mentioned triphenylene derivatives, which self−assemble on graphite, can also spon− taneously arrange as "shish kebab"−like charge−transfer complexes in solution in the presence of an electron−donor molecule, with important consequences on their photonic properties [56] . These kinds of supramolecular processes play important roles in the activity of biological systems, like DNA. As an example, 3D ordering of fluorescent dyes through their spontaneous interactions with double stranded DNA can be taken into profit for efficient noncovalent DNA labelling [57] . A series of vinyl−pyridinium triphenylamines (TP−Py) derivatives was recently proposed and evaluated for its one− and two−photon absorption (2PA) induced−fluorescence pro− perties under biological conditions [58, 59] . Interestingly, these compounds exhibit large stokes shifts resulting in red to far red emission. Bi− or tri−substitution with pyridinium moieties was specifically studied and the possibility of 2PA enhancement effects when going from a quadrupolar to an octupolar molecular symmetry was demonstrated. This reveals cooperative enhancement effects between the mole− cule branches consistently with previous reports regarding the importance of the molecular dimensionality on substi− tuted triphenylamine performances [60] .
Most importantly, these compounds happen to be weakly emissive in a buffer medium whereas a strong fluo− rescence signal is induced by addition of DNA (Fig. 5) . Exaltation is quite large for both TP−2Py and TP−3Py, reach− ing about 20 to 100 times enhancement at saturation (5:1 to 20:1 DNA: dye ratio), depending on the nature of DNA. This exaltation factor was shown to result mainly from a change in the dye fluorescence quantum yield, the latter being increased to the same extent in the presence of DNA. Circular dichroism experiments reveal spontaneous minor groove binding of the TP derivatives to DNA [61] which was also suggested by colocalisation experiments with DAPI, a well−known blue fluorescent DNA minor groove binder. Complementary time−correlated TPIF studies were also performed. Taking into account both the dyes fluores− cence quantum yield and the dyes lifetime in the presence of DNA enables indeed the determination of the dye radiative k r and non−radiative k nr relaxation rates. In the presence of DNA, the latter happens to be highly reduced while the for− mer is only slightly modified, indicating that the specific interaction of the dyes with the DNA minor groove leads to an efficient dye immobilization, strongly reducing any non− −radiative deactivation paths such as intramolecular rota− tions, which results in an increase in the fluorescent quan− tum yield h [62] . Additionally, isolation of the probe from the polar aqueous environment through its incorporation into hydrophobic grooves might also contribute to the fluo− rescence increase, since highly polar solvents such as water are well known to cause highly reduced quantum yield val− ues. The exclusive staining of the nuclear DNA by TP−Py was confirmed and shown on fixed cells in epifluorescence, confocal and two−photon laser scanning microscopy, with an excellent contrast and brightness (Fig. 6, left image) . We see obviously, that the fluorescence is only due to the fluorophores which are bound to the double stranded DNA. The brightness (hd, with h -the fluorescence quantum yield and d -the fluorophore two−photon absorption coeffi− cient) of the TP−2Py and TP−3Py was calculated to be 16 and 9.6, respectively, although it appears to be large enough to provide strong contrast for imaging of nuclear DNA by confocal or TPIF microscopy (as exemplified by Fig. 6) , such values remain quite low in comparison to state−of− −the−art or previously proposed DNA labels [63, 64] . From a practical point of view, this may prevent the use of these new labels for applications requiring lower dye density such as tracking of biomolecules or fluorescence in situ hybri− dization (FISH). In a strategy to increase the fluorophore brightness, substitution of the triphenyl to a trinaphtyl motif thus enriching the electron−donating property of the three− −branched cores was implemented. Although no significant optimization of the dyes quantum yield h could be mea− sured, a substantial increase in two−photon absorption cross section d could be evidenced when going from a TP to a TN core. As a consequence, the TN derivatives brightness was shown to exhibit a two to three−fold increase compared to their TP analogues. As it can be seen from Fig. 6 (right image), TN−derivatives happen, however, to exhibit only a very poor binding to DNA: comparable fluorescence is obtained both in the cell nucleus and cytoplasm! This lack of specific interaction of the TN derivative for DNA, most probably originating from the extended size of the dye TN core, clearly underlines the importance of supramolecular ordering through dye−DNA specific affinity properties. Tak− ing this into account in a further molecular engineering approach, we could evidence the possibility of enlargement of the label brightness by more than an order of magnitude [61, 62] . . An intense and stable (no pho− todegradation) red−emission (l = 680 nm) from TP−3py is exclu− sively observed in the nucleus, indicating that TP−3py binds selec− tively to double stranded DNA. Two−photon microscopy imaging of a Chinese Hamster Ovarian cell following incubation with TN−3py (right). In both cases, the label TP−3Py or TN−3Py concentration was 2 μM. Cells were incubated at room temperature for 20 min and then washed to remove the excess of unbound dye.
